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Abstract
Blast exposure is the leading cause of eye injury in the armed forces. In three recent military conflicts, Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom, and Operation New Dawn, 13% of all casualties had visual system injury. There is also increasing civilian exposure to blasts through terrorism, manufacturing plant explosions, and regular use of minor explosive devices by police to manage domestic conflict. Despite this increasing exposure, the mechanisms and outcomes of blast exposure to eye injury have not been well investigated. Ocular damage can be severe and immediately recognizable. However there are many closed-globe injuries that are diagnosed weeks or months after the exposure. To date, there exist only a few studies performing computational, in vivo, or in vitro experiments in the field, and more effort is needed to understand the progression of eye injury following blasts, and develop strategies to mitigate damage following blast exposure. In this presentation, I will discuss methods for recreating a blast in the laboratory, illustrate the unique temporal time course of ocular injury following blast exposure, and present our preliminary work developing a scaling relationship to translate laboratory experiments to battlefield exposures. These data will be used to improve detection of subtle closed-globe injuries, provide insight into treatment strategies, and lead to more effective design of wartime ocular protective devices.
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